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DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT A 2-Minute Intro

What if the data Workforce Timekeeper collects every 

day could become performance insight to improve 

productivity & reduce labor cost? 

• Savings Identified:  A paid Professional Services engagement to find potential cost savings & 

areas-of-improvement in an existing customer’s Workforce Timekeeper data.  …For one 

customer, the Diagnostic Assessment found over $20M in potential cost-savings!! 

• Technology Driven:  Kronos workforce management consultants use Workforce Analytics to 

extract and analyze up to 2 years of timekeeping history.  The analysis identifies trends, 

relationships,  and “worst offenders”– and presents recommendations for improved results.   

• Expertise Delivered:  The deliverable is an executive-level Performance Improvement Report

that describes areas-of-improvement, recommendations, and anticipated labor cost savings. 

• Easy & Fast:  The customer deploys nothing, requires almost no IT effort, and doesn’t disrupt 

their current Workforce Central environment. 

SIMPLE APPROACH | COMPELLING RESULTS  How It Works 

A typical Diagnostic Assessment takes about 48-60 hours to complete (driven by the number of pay codes, and the customer’s Workforce 

Timekeeper database type- Oracle or SQL). A Diagnostic Assessment follows these steps:  

1. Extract 
Customers receive an automated process to extract up to 24 months of data.  This process removes sensitive 

information like employee ID’s or contact information− it’s highly secure. 

2. Stage 
The data is sent to Kronos, and restored in our environment.  Customers provide guidance (as needed) to clarify 

configuration settings, pay code categories, etc. 

3. Transform Data is populated into Kronos’ own Workforce Analytics− to appropriately organize it for deep & rapid analysis. 

4. Analyze 
Kronos’ workforce management experts analyze the data with Workforce Analytics− to rank worst performers, 

expose trends, & reveal root causes. 

5. Present 
Results, potential savings, and recommendations for improvement are documented in an executive-level 

Performance Improvement Report− typically presented to the Diagnostic Assessment’s executive sponsor. 

 

 

THE MESSAGE FOR CUSTOMERS Is your Kronos system working like it could? What’s your labor cost savings opportunity?

Customers add employees, change managers, launch products & services, or expand geographically.  But if their Workforce Timekeeper 

configuration never changes– customers risk rounding-rule abuse, frequent absenteeism, or excessive unproductive time.   

The Diagnostic Assessment reveals worst offenders, frequent occurrences, & true expense– actual historical performance to guide 

recommendations & quantify savings.  It proves how well Workforce Timekeeper is working, or identifies necessary additional configuration.   

    

Are you paying for non-worked time?  
How much?  How often? 

What are the trends? Same or different 
across groups? 

Who are the worst performers?  When? What’s the frequency of events? 
How are they related? 

� The Diagnostic Assessment proves the strategic value of workforce management and helps customers justify upgrades or expand with 

strategic modules like Absence Manager, Scheduler or Analytics. 

� The Diagnostic Assessment exposes labor costs hidden in historical timekeeping data and guides customers to improved results. 

An Ocean Of Data

Did you know that every

1,000 workers create 1M+

“punches” each year?
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WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU? Advancing a Sales Cycle −  Hitting Your Quota

Imagine justifying expected cost savings using hard facts from each Workforce Timekeeper transaction recorded over the past 24 months.  Actual 

workforce performance− accurate, high-quality data that is never in dispute− to drive customers to take action.   

A Diagnostic Assessment brings you commissionable services revenue and can lead to numerous other sales opportunities.  Expect: 

Executive Access � Present the Performance Improvement Report to senior-level executives; gain access to the C-Suite 

Services Revenue � Directly from the Diagnostic Assessment and from other identified WFC configuration needed to optimize performance 

Add-On Sales � Upgrades, capacity expansion, strategic modules like Scheduler, Absence Manager, or Workforce Analytics 

WHO QUALIFIES? Finding the Best Prospects

• Any vertical industry • Workforce Timekeeper 5.2+ • 750+ EEs, 12+ months history (ideal; more data = deeper insight = best recommendations) 

• Tracks OT (ideal) • Uses WTK’s base scheduler (ideal) • Uses wage rates; can provide an average wage 

BUILDING A BUSINESS CASE Probing Questions

???? Are you facing workforce reductions?  What if you 

could reduce labor expense without a headcount 

reduction?   

???? Is your Workforce Central deployment working as 

effectively as you need it to?  Wouldn’t you like to 

know?  

???? Do you know when/where/why results miss 

expectations?   How much savings could you find 

by exposing & reducing hidden labor cost?   

YOU ASKED…??? Details You Need to Know

1. How much does a Diagnostic Assessment cost? How much billable time is needed? 

A Diagnostic Assessment is a 48-60 hour engagement for organizations up to 20,000 EEs.  (Available for 20K+ organizations; quoted on a case-by-case 

basis.) The rate is $215/hour.  The base scope is 48 hours (4 hours are added if the WTK database is Oracle, and 8 hours for organizations with 100+ pay codes.) 

2. What data is analyzed?  Who does the analysis? 

A standard Diagnostic Assessment evaluates only Workforce Timekeeper data; other modules like Workforce Activities or Workforce Scheduler 

are beyond the standard scope.  Senior workforce management consultants in the Professional Services’ Analytics and Optimization 

Assessment groups stage the data, conduct the analysis, and present the findings. 

3. What is the deliverable? 

The Diagnostic Assessment delivers a Performance Improvement Report: An executive-level summary of findings that isolates problem areas 

and possible causes, along with recommendations for improvement & expected potential cost savings.  (See #10 for an actual customer example.) 

4. Which Workforce Timekeeper version is required?  Does a Diagnostic Assessment work with iSeries?  

A Diagnostic Assessment can be performed on WTK 5.2 or higher.   (Customers on WTK 6.1 must have Service Pack 2 [6.1.2].)  iSeries 

customers are not eligible− the Workforce Analytics technology used to execute the Diagnostic Assessment is not compatible with iSeries. 

5. What’s the difference between an Optimization Assessment and a Diagnostic Assessment?  Can a Diagnostic Assessment be stand-alone? 

Both are paid Professional Services consulting engagements to help drive higher return & better performance.  The analytics-driven Diagnostic 

Assessment uses the customer’s own data; Optimization Assessments (OA) use subjective surveys & qualitative findings.  A Diagnostic 

Assessment can be part of an OA.  A Diagnostic Assessment can be executed as a stand-alone consulting engagement (often leading to a full OA.) 

6. What’s the ordering process? 

The Diagnostic Assessment is a Professional Services engagement ordered through SmartQuote/ExpertQuote.  Order number is 9990077-CON. 

7. Are any special agreements necessary? 

Yes; customers must execute a waiver to allow Kronos access to their data.  The customer’s WFC database type (Oracle or SQL) determines the 

appropriate waiver.  Waiver agreements (US only) can be obtained from Planet (see #10) or from your Professional Services representative. 

8. Who have we done this for?  Do we have any reference cases? 

Kronos has performed 25+ Diagnostic Assessments (at time of this printing).  Example findings showing $20M+ savings are available.  (See #10.) 

9. Is the Diagnostic Assessment engagement always paid? 

Paid engagements commit the customer and Kronos, drive the Diagnostic Assessment’s value, and are encouraged.  Non-paid engagements 

are addressed on an individual basis, and are executed by Solutions Center pre-sales consultants.  (For assistance with  non-paid engagements, see #10.) 

10. What sales tools and additional information is available?  Who can I contact for sales support? 

Sales tools− brochure, slides, example findings, SOW, waivers− are on Planet Kronos.  (Go to Products >> Analytics & Reporting >> Workforce Analytics >> Product Sales 

Tools.)  For direct sales support, contact Gary Myers, Director, Analytics Solutions.  (Gary.Myers@kronos.com, 847-704-6478 or kronosanalytics@kronos.com.) 
 


